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Gas‑phase materials synthesis 
in environmental transmission electron 
microscopy
Kimberly A. Dick 

Gas-phase transmission electron microscopy is an essential tool for elucidating the 
mechanisms involved in the synthesis of functional materials. Here, we review the latest 
developments in understanding the growth of novel nanostructural materials afforded by 
following the process in situ in electron microscopes. Particular focus is on investigations of 
catalyzed growth of one-dimensional carbon-based and semiconductor nanostructures, while 
other types of nanocrystal and epitaxial crystal growth are briefly addressed. Also discussed 
are how these methods have been employed to answer critical questions about the growth 
mechanisms as well as to bring insight into the relationships between synthesis parameters 
and materials properties.

Introduction
The development of the gas-phase transmission electron 
microscope—environmental transmission electron micros-
copy (ETEM)—has opened up a plethora of opportunities to 
study dynamic processes in material formation, transforma-
tion, and dynamics under realistic conditions. The introduction 
of gas to a sample while it is imaged by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) allows us to identify in situ the kinetics of 
transformation processes, phases involved, and dynamics by 
which the processes occur.1 If the environment can be varied 
in a controlled way during the imaging process and the tem-
perature controlled, a remarkable depth of information can be 
attained that few other methods can offer. Some of the most 
complex processes that can be investigated in ETEM involve 
the synthesis of materials, including nucleation and crystal 
growth. Synthesis and crystal growth processes are of central 
importance to all types of material development but involve 
complex thermodynamic and kinetic processes that are dif-
ficult to unravel by most experimental techniques. Develop-
ments in ETEM and in situ TEM thus provide exciting and 
unparalleled opportunities to address important questions in 
materials synthesis.

Some of the earliest  in situ investigations of materials syn-
thesis inside a TEM involved a reaction of solid samples with 
trace gas species in the vacuum, such as the oxidation of Si 
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from oxygen and/or water residues.2 Gas-phase experiments 
can, in principle, also be conducted by local evaporation (and 
subsequent redeposition) of a solid precursor by the electron 
beam. More advanced and controlled experiments are made 
possible by the development of instruments into which pre-
cursor gases for solid material growth can be introduced.3,4 
However, in situ investigations of crystal growth and nuclea-
tion only became widespread with the development of liquid 
cell holders. Liquid cell holders enclose a droplet containing 
precursors for a solution-phase synthesis, allowing the nuclea-
tion process and subsequent growth stages to be visualized 
directly. A very wide range of materials have been studied, 
including metal nanoparticles, compound ceramic materials 
as well as ice and proteins. A thorough review of recent in situ 
TEM investigations of nucleation and crystal growth mecha-
nism with focus on liquid cell experiments is presented in 
Reference 5.

Compared to liquid cell experiments of crystal growth and 
synthesis, gas-phase experiments offer significant advantages 
in terms of resolution, complementary in situ analysis meth-
ods (such as energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy [EDX], for 
identifying the elements present in a growing crystal in real 
time), and controllable/reversible switching of environment 
(compared to liquid experiments, where the liquid composition 
can change over time). Although nucleation and subsequent 
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crystal evolution can be followed just as in a liquid cell, the 
process is fundamentally different in that spent reactant gases 
are continually removed and fresh precursor species pumped 
in. In this way, the effect of the reactive environment can be 
monitored in a continuous way, allowing for more extensive 
studies of the relationship between the synthesis process and 
the product.

Gas-phase synthesis experiments have become much more 
common with the development of closed-cell gas holders, but 
also rapid improvements in dedicated ETEM capabilities that 
allow for more realistic conditions to be reached, including 
in aberration-corrected microscopes (the development of gas-
phase TEM is discussed in Reference 6). Compared to liquid 
cell experiments, a more extensive and complex apparatus 
is required to handle precursor gases. Of the wide range of 
crystals that can be grown, most gas systems are designed to 
handle only simple gases, and studies of, for instance, oxida-
tion vastly outnumber all other types of synthesis (compare 
to liquid, where a wide range of precursors can be chosen 
to enclose within the cell). Commercially available closed-
cell gas holders are becoming particularly common because 
they can be integrated with a range of microscope types rather 
than requiring a dedicated system. They also typically allow 
for higher maximum pressures than dedicated (i.e., open-cell) 
ETEMs, because the gas species never enter the microscope 
column. On the other hand, dedicated ETEMs typically offer 
the highest achievable spatial resolution (with fewer obstacles 
in the beam path) and are more compatible with complemen-
tary analysis tools such as EDX.7

Gas-phase synthesis and crystal growth experiments per 
definition require a net deposition of species from the vapor 
to the solid phase. This means that gas-phase synthesis typi-
cally poses additional technical challenges compared to many 
other in situ or operando gas-phase experiments (such as in 
References 8 and 9)—essentially, gas species and reaction 
conditions are chosen to favor deposition, which means that 
contamination must always be addressed. In a closed-cell gas 
holder, deposition could occur within the gas cell and gas 
lines, making it difficult to fully remove a species and change 
to another gas. Open-cell configurations typically benefit from 
increased pumping capacity and reduced flow limitations 
(waste gas does not need to be removed via narrow lines); 
however, deposition can occur on other components in the 
polepiece area and other parts of the microscope. Despite these 
challenges, continuous technical developments have enabled a 
rapidly expanding range of gas-phase synthesis experiments.

In this article, the background and latest development in 
gas-phase synthesis of materials in environmental and in situ 
TEM will be discussed. The focus will be on the synthesis of 
novel nanocrystals, which are inherently well-suited to ETEM 
investigation due to their nanoscale dimensions. The most 
well-studied categories of nanostructures are one-dimensional 
(1D) structures promoted by a metal catalyst (carbon-based 
and semiconducting nanotubes, nanofibers, and nanowires). 
These will be discussed in Sections “Catalytic synthesis of 1D 

carbon nanostructures” and “Growth of semiconductor nano- 
wires.”  These are followed by shorter discussions of nanocrys-
tals formed by gas–solid transformations, and epitaxial growth 
of nanocrystals on crystalline and 2D substrates.

Catalytic synthesis of 1D carbon nanostructures
Some of the most well-studied types of nanostructures synthe-
sized using gas-phase electron microscopy are carbon nano-
tubes (CNTs) and related carbon nanostructures (Figure 1). 
Interest in CNTs soared after their discovery in  199110 owing 
to their unique and unprecedented electrical and mechanical 
properties. Some of the earliest in situ investigations were 
reported just over a decade later, giving direct visualization 
of the growth process of single and multi-walled  CNTs11,12 
and insight into the effect of environment on growth kinet-
ics.13  CNTs are most commonly (and controllably) synthe-
sized using a catalyst (most often Fe, Co or Ni, although other 
metals are also used), which is exposed to a gas species such 
as methane, propylene, acetylene, or ethylene. Nucleation of 
the carbon-based structure at the catalyst surface initiates the 
CNT formation, and continuous growth occurs so long as the 
gas species remains.

With extensive and rapid development of CNT growth 
processes occurring following their discovery, ETEM experi-
ments have been essential to understanding the growth mecha-
nisms.14 ETEM experiments have focused on understanding 
the formation mechanisms of the catalyst particles,15,16 and 
given insights into the nucleation of carbon structures in the 
early stages of growth.17,18 The roles of catalyst morphology 
and dynamics in driving these early stages of the growth pro-
cess have also been reported.19,20 For the subsequent growth 
process, some of the most important questions to be addressed 
involve the phase and structure of the catalyst—specifically, 
whether it is crystalline, liquid, amorphous, or a combination/
fluctuation between phases. For crystalline phases, it is also 
of interest to know specifically which crystal structures are 
active, and how this affects properties such as chirality. Other 
questions relate to the growth mechanism in general, and 
whether all classes of catalyzed CNT growth can be under-
stood by the same principles. Transport pathways of carbon 
are also of interest—for instance, does it diffuse through or 
along the catalyst, and by what pathways?

An early in situ TEM study of Fe-catalyzed CNT growth 
reported that crystalline  Fe3C was the active catalyst phase 
during growth.21 In contrast, a later study concluded that the 
partial melting of  Fe3C played a role in the CNT growth pro-
cess.22 The same paper reported that Au catalysts for CNT 
growth are metallic and fluctuate between crystalline and 
quasi-liquid phase. Feng et al.23 also proposed that a liquid-
like state plays a general role in catalyzed CNT growth. 
Indeed, a complex quasi-liquid surface phase surrounding a 
metastable carbide phase of Ru catalyst particles was reported 
to drive the formation of  “fishbone-like” 1D carbon nano-
structure growth.24 Other studies conclude that at least some 
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types of catalyst particles are fully crystalline during growth: 
One study reported that either metallic Fe or  Fe3C could act as 
a catalyst for CNT growth depending on growth parameters.25 
Another study directly compared  Fe3C and  Fe5C2 catalysts for 
CNT growth and found that only  Fe3C was active.26 Although 
single-phase particles are typically reported for Fe-catalyzed 
growth, it was reported that Co-based catalysts contained a 
mix of Co carbide and metallic phases during the growth pro-
cess.27 Ni-based catalysts are more often reported to exhibit a 
metallic phase during growth.12,28,29

Although nanoparticle phase and structure have been 
studied in situ for nearly two decades, the development of 
aberration-corrected ETEMs with higher pressure and tem-
perature capabilities has led to a resurgence of studies focused 
on these questions in recent years. In particular, there has been 
a renewed interest in addressing the apparent disagreements 
about the phase and active structure of CNT catalysts (poten-
tially a result of differing experimental conditions, which may 
not have represented more conventional growth conditions).30 
In particular, it has been suggested that observations of the 
metallic phase were a consequence of the low pressures of 
C-containing precursors used in these studies. A recent in situ 
TEM study of Fe-catalyzed CNT growth under realistic con-
ditions with high resolution concluded that the catalyst con-
sists of a solid  Fe3C nanoparticle, which behaves in a highly 
dynamic way, potentially indicating fluctuating C content 
during growth.30 A similar study found the analogous  Ni3C 
structure to be the active phase for Ni-catalyzed growth of 
carbon nanofibers (CNFs).31 For Co-catalyzed CNT growth, 
more significant controversies have been attributed to the 
multiple carbides present in this system, which are difficult 

to distinguish due to their similar lattice spacings. A recent 
in situ TEM study with high resolution and near-atmospheric 
conditions, however unambiguously, assigned the phase dur-
ing CNT growth to  Co3C.32 This study further explored the 
diffusion kinetics of C through the catalyst.

Further insights into the catalytic growth mechanism were 
afforded by a study demonstrating that structural fluctuations 
inside the catalyst for Co-catalyzed CNT growth play a key 
role in the process.33 They also address the mechanism of C 
atom transport to the interface, indicating that both surface 
diffusion and diffusion from the bulk are important. It was 
also reported that the shape and faceting of the catalyst are 
directly connected to the mechanism for multi-walled CNT 
growth, with the formation of graphene layers on specific fac-
ets acting as the first stage in CNT shell formation.34 Another 
study explored how the Co-catalyzed CNT growth process 
can be terminated and then a new CNT initiated.35 More 
recently, a detailed investigation of the interfacial processes 
between Co-based catalyst and the growing CNT elucidated 
the role of interfacial interaction in determining the nanotube 
morphology.36

ETEM experiments with high resolution and high pres-
sure have also enabled studies of the growth of CNTs in 
more uncommon and complex systems. In another study, 
the growth mechanism of CNFs was explored for bimetallic 
Ni–Co catalysts, which are understood to have superior activ-
ity to monometallic catalysts.39 Understanding the mecha-
nism of bimetallic catalysis and its relationship to catalyst 
phase and structure is even more challenging, but necessary, 
for understanding their performance. Interestingly, the active 
structure was found to be a metallic phase rather than the 
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Figure 1.  Carbon nanotube (CNT) growth studied in situ. (a) Formation of a CNT from a Pt catalyst. Reprinted with permission from Reference 
38. © 2022 American Chemical Society. (b) CNT growth from a Co-based catalyst. Reprinted with permission from Reference 32. © 2020 American 
Chemical Society. (c) Growth of a multi-walled CNT from a Co-W–C particle. Reprinted from Reference 40 under Creative Commons CC BY license. 
(d) Early-stage formation of a carbon cap on Co nanoparticle catalyst. Reprinted from Reference 37 under Creative Commons CC BY license.
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carbides observed for typical monometallic catalysts under 
realistic pressures, which could explain the superior activ-
ity. The feasibility of controlling structure with a bimetallic 
catalyst was however questioned by an in situ study of Co–W 
alloy catalysts, which concluded that the varying structural 
relationship between catalyst and CNT would make this very 
challenging.40

In addition to understanding growth mechanisms at a fun-
damental level, identifying means to control the properties of 
the resulting nanostructure is a central aim for ETEM stud-
ies. One early study proposed that engineering of the catalyst 
phase or structure could be used to control chirality of the 
growing CNT.28 This was demonstrated more directly for in 
situ growth of CNT growth from metallic Co nanoparticles, 
which reported a high selectivity for specific chiralities as a 
consequence of catalyst structural matching, which could be 
tuned with growth temperature.37 Growth from Pt nanocata-
lysts with defined facets was also explored in situ as a means 
to control chirality of the grown CNT.38 It was found that the 
nucleation of the nanotube was facet-dependent in the early 
stages, such that control of nucleation could be possible by 
control of nanoparticle faceting.

Growth of semiconductor nanowires
One-dimensional semiconductor nanowires can be grown by 
a metal-catalyzed process that is conceptually similar to that 
observed for CNT. Catalyzed growth of 1D semiconductors is 
considered a promising means to tailor electronic, optical, and 
mechanical properties, yielding novel materials of interest for 
electronics, photonics, and energy conversion.41–43 The mech-
anism by which these nanowires grow and the dynamic pro-
cesses that control the relationship between growth parameters 
and resulting materials properties are, however, quite complex. 
ETEM has therefore emerged as an important tool for address-
ing fundamental questions in the growth mechanism, as well 
as identifying novel phenomena and new means to control the 
growth process.44 The first demonstration of in situ growth of 
semiconductor nanowires was reported in 2001.45

The most common catalyst used for semiconductor nano- 
wire growth is a Au nanoscale droplet, which forms a low-
temperature eutectic alloy with the semiconductor element(s). 
These materials are typically grown from gas-phase precursor 
species; as such, the mechanism is often termed vapor–liq-
uid–solid (VLS), for the phases of the supply, catalyst, and 
nanowire. The analogous process using a solid catalyst, as typ-
ically observed for CNTs, is termed vapor–solid–solid (VSS). 
In addition to determining the catalyst phase, other important 
questions involve the relationship between growth dynamics 
and resulting nanowire properties such as morphology, crystal 
structure, and composition.

Extensive in situ investigations of Si and Ge nanowire 
growth have provided important insights into nanowire growth 
mechanisms, and demonstrated new, unexpected phenomena. 
For Au-catalyzed Si nanowires, the dynamic stability of the Au 
droplet and its role in determining nanowire properties such as 
 diameter46 and morphology were explored. It is shown that the 
size of the nanowire can vary as a consequence of out-diffu-
sion of Au atoms from the droplet,47 which can be controlled 
by introducing oxygen to passivate the surface (Figure 2a).48 
The effect of droplet dynamics in determining nanowire mor-
phology was also established to account for instance for saw-
tooth  faceting49 and nanowire kinking.50,51

The phase of the droplet (or nanoparticle) was also estab-
lished to address a long-standing controversy. Just as for 
CNTs, one of the central questions for nanowire growth prior 
to in situ observation related to the phase of the catalyst (solid 
or liquid, and with what structure and composition). It was 
demonstrated in situ that both VLS and VSS processes are 
possible for Au-seeded Ge nanowires, depending on growth 
conditions and growth history,52 while VSS processes are 
common with a range of other catalyst metals such as Pd, Al, 
and Cu (Figure 2b).53–55 The kinetics of individual nucleation 
events initiating nanowire growth and mechanistic pathways 
were also established for both VSS and VLS processes.56,57

Before in situ observations were available, it was hypoth-
esized that VLS nanowire growth occurs in a layer-by-layer 
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Figure 2.  In situ growth of semiconductor nanowires. (a) Example of Au-catalyzed Si nanowire. Reprinted with permission from Reference 48.  
© 2006 American Chemical Society. (b) Si nanowire growth catalyzed by a solid  Cu3Si nanoparticle. Reprinted with permission from Reference 54.  
© 2010 American Chemical Society. (c) Observation of dynamic truncated interface in Ge nanowire growth. Reprinted with permission from 
Reference 61. © 2011 American Chemical Society. (d) Observation of layer growth in a GaAs nanowire. Courtesy of K. Kumar. (e) Example of GaP 
nanowire growth catalyzed by a solid Cu nanoparticle. Adapted with permission from Reference 71 under Creative Commons CC BY license.
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fashion, in which precursor species accumulate in the droplet 
during an incubation period, followed by a single nucleation 
event and subsequent growth at the droplet–nanowire inter-
face. This mechanism was substantiated by in situ experiments 
clearly showing an incubation period during which no growth 
occurred, followed by formation of a single complete layer; 
the actual nucleation and layer growth processes were however 
too rapid to observe.58,59 VSS growth dynamics are found to 
be slightly different: layer growth is much slower and readily 
observable, but the incubation process is rapid, such that a 
new layer starts to grow immediately after the previous one 
is completed.54,55,58 The difference in growth dynamics was 
attributed to the much higher concentration of growth spe-
cies required to supersaturate a droplet versus a solid; this 
understanding was further utilized to demonstrate a method to 
control interface structure in Ge-Si heterostructure nanowires, 
by changing the nanoparticle phase.53

Finally, in situ observations demonstrated that while the 
classical view of incubation, nucleation, and layer growth is 
generally valid, the interface between the droplet/nanoparticle 
and nanowire is often much more dynamic. A highly active 
“truncation” was in many cases observed at the perimeter 
of the droplet–nanowire interface, and sometimes observed 
to fluctuate in response to the formation of layers—giving a  
different growth dynamic in these cases (Figure 2c). Such trun-
cated growth was observed for Ge and Si nanowires grown by 
both VLS and VSS,60,61 but has also been observed in many 
compound nanowire materials, including GaP,60 GaAs,62 and 
 Al2O3.63

Compound semiconductor nanowires have also been 
studied extensively in more recent years. Compound nano- 
wires require more complex gas supply systems capable of 
introducing two or more gas species simultaneously, which 
in some cases, should not mix before reaching the sample. 
Many important compound semiconductors, such as GaAs, 
involve toxic and dangerous gases in their synthesis, which 
necessitates the development of more advanced gas handling 
apparatus. Gas handling expertise from the semiconductor 
industry can however facilitate this development. The use of 
modern ETEM capabilities has allowed for in situ investiga-
tions of compound nanowire growth at precursor pressures 
much closer to comparable ex situ experiments than was pos-
sible for earlier studies of elemental semiconductors. Today, 
ETEM investigations of compound nanowire growth have 
been reported for GaP,64 GaAs,62 GaN,65 InGaAs,66 PdSe,67 
ZnTe,68 CdTe,68 ZnO,69 and  Al2O3.63

Similar to CNT synthesis, the phase, composition, and 
structure of the seed particle or droplet for different com-
pound nanowire materials and synthesis conditions have been 
important unknowns for many years. With advancements in 
ETEM performance and complementary analysis capabili-
ties, it is now possible to directly measure the droplet/par-
ticle composition during growth by EDX. Droplet composi-
tion for VLS-grown GaAs nanowires has been determined in 
situ along with its relationship to the growth parameters and 

resulting nanowire morphology, growth rate, and structure;70 
for compound  InxGa1–xAs nanowires, these relationships were 
further correlated with the resulting nanowire composition.66 
For VSS-grown nanowires, the structure of the seed nanopar-
ticle is often more efficiently determined from power spectra 
of high-resolution video frames, for instance for Cu-seeded 
GaP (Figure 2e).71

Several in situ studies have explored the process by which 
compound nanowire growth is initiated.72,73 Once initiated, 
growth most often proceeds via a single nucleation event, 
followed by the completion of the layer before the next one 
nucleates (Figure 2d).74 The dynamics of these nucleation 
and step-flow processes have been investigated in numerous 
studies. For GaAs, nucleation statistics of individual  layers75 
and the evolution of the layer  itself76 have been investigated, 
as well as the relationship of these processes to the growth 
environment.77 Size effects have also been explored, and it 
has been demonstrated that the step-flow process depends on 
nanowire diameter for small sizes.78 For VSS-grown GaAs 
nanowires, similar nucleation and step-flow dynamics to 
VLS were observed for certain conditions, while an alterna-
tive growth parameter regime with negligible incubation time 
was also reported.79

Although the classical nucleation and step-flow process is 
typically observed, alternative processes with multiple steps 
growing simultaneously are also reported. For instance, for 
ZnTe nanowires grown from Au nanoparticles, VLS-grown 
nanowires typically exhibit single nucleation and step-flow 
events, while two-monolayer steps are observed for VSS 
growth;68 this was attributed to lattice coincidence between 
the Au nanoparticle seed and the ZnTe nanowire. This obser-
vation differs somewhat from the case of VSS-grown GaAs, in 
which multiple steps occur due to multiple sequential nuclea-
tion events, but do not progress as a single two-layer step.79 A 
similar observation was reported for VLS-grown GaN from Au 
droplets, potentially a consequence of low-N solubility even in 
a liquid catalyst.80 On the other hand, double and triple bilayer 
step-flow growth have been reported for VLS-grown GaAs 
nanowires, and found to correlate with the occurrence of twin 
planes.81 A more extreme case of multilayer growth with many 
simultaneously layers (up to 10) has been shown for InGaAs 
nanowires, and potentially attributed to compositional fluctua-
tions during the growth process.82

The relationship between growth dynamics and nanowire 
crystal structure is an important topic for compound semicon-
ductor nanowires. Unlike elemental semiconductors, which 
typically only exhibit diamond crystal structure with rare 
twin defects, compound semiconductor nanowires form both 
cubic zinc blende and hexagonal wurtzite crystal phases, with 
very frequent stacking defects. ETEM investigations have 
shown that stacking defects occurring during GaP nanowire 
growth cause a transient increase in the growth rate,64 while 
twin defects in GaAs often result in multiple layers growing 
simultaneously.81 The ability to tune the predominant crystal 
phase by tuning precursor pressures has also been shown in 
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situ,70,74 consistent with ex situ results.83 In some cases, the 
structure change is correlated with a change in droplet mor-
phology for VLS growth, with larger droplets associated with 
higher prevalence of zinc blende;74 this is especially apparent 
for GaAs nanowires seeded with Ga droplets.84

Finally, an unusual case is highlighted in which a liquid 
semiconductor acts as a catalyst for 1D semiconductor growth. 
Ge-catalyzed growth of ZnO has been demonstrated, account-
ing for not only solid straight nanowires, but also twisted 
nanowires and twisted hollow nanotubes. By controlling 
the addition of digermane in ETEM, a competition between 
growth and etching reactions during synthesis was identified, 
which could explain the variety of complex morphologies 
observed.69

Crystal growth by solid–vapor transformation
Crystal growth can also be performed via the reaction of a 
gas-phase precursor with a solid precursor deposited on the 
sample holder. The typical example of this type of process is 
oxidation, in which an oxide material is grown by reaction of 
a metal with oxygen or other oxidizing gas. Transformations 
of this type are distinguished from reactions such as catalysis 
where there is no net transfer of atoms from the gas to solid 
phase. They also differ fundamentally from catalyzed CNT 
and nanowire growth because the solid precursor is consumed 
in the process (although hybrid processes are also possible).

Studies of oxide formation in ETEM are widespread, 
especially for catalytic  materials85 and corrosion of structural 
 materials86 or in lithium batteries.87 Numerous ETEM studies 
have also explored the synthesis of novel oxide nanostruc-
tures: for instance, a mechanism for forming hollow bimetallic 
nanoparticles has been investigated,88 as well as a noncata-
lytic process for forming CuO nanowires from metallic Cu  
(Figure 3a).89 A VLS-type process could also occur, as observed 
by reaction of oxygen with Al metal to form  Al2O3 nano- 
wires.63 Residual oxygen or water in the vacuum could in 

some cases be sufficient to study oxide growth, but in modern 
ETEM experiments it is more common that oxygen gas or 
water is introduced directly to control the process. Similar 
transformation processes can also be studied in other com-
pounds. The carburization process of iron to form  Fe5C2, 
considered an active species for catalytic formation of some 
types of nanocarbons, has been investigated in ETEM using 
Fe nanoparticles exposed to CO.90 The transformation of Fe 
into  Fe5C2 is one step in the Fischer–Tropsch synthesis to con-
vert coal into chemicals, but the investigation was also able 
to understand the nucleation and growth kinetics of the  Fe5C2 
itself.

Several studies have also investigated the formation 
of  MoS2, one of the most important of the transition-metal 
dichalcogenides, which have potential in (opto)electronic 
and catalytic applications.91 Although most in situ TEM stud-
ies of  MoS2 involve the reaction of solid-state precursors, in 
some cases aided by the electron beam,92 gas-phase synthesis 
has also been explored using  H2S together with a  MoO3 solid 
precursor. Heterogeneous nucleation of  MoS2 on the oxide 
precursor was observed, followed by layer-by-layer growth to 
form  MoS2 nanocrystals. The transformation from single- to 
multilayer crystals was found to correlate with reaction condi-
tions such as temperature.93  The formation of edge-terminated 
 MoS2 layers by a topotactic reaction was also later investigated 
using  MoO2 as a precursor together with  H2S (Figure 3b).94 
Because many of the important properties of  MoS2 and other 
transition-metal dichalcogenides arise from their edge sites, 
an understanding of the processes for forming crystals in this 
way is an important breakthrough.

A similar process has been used to explore the forma-
tion dynamics of  Cu3P by reaction of phosphine gas with 
Cu-Ag nanoparticles in an ETEM (Figure 3c).95 Transition-
metal phosphides are considered interesting as earth-abun-
dant catalyst materials with superior thermal and chemical 
stability, while the inclusion of Ag enhances photocatalytic 

a b c

Figure 3.  Crystal growth by in situ transformation of solids in reactive gas. (a) Growth of copper oxide nanowires from metallic Cu. Reprinted  
with permission from  Reference 89. © 2014 American Chemical Society. (b) Surface sulfidation of a  MoO2 crystal to form  MoS2. Reprinted with 
permission from Reference 94. © 2018 American Chemical Society. (c) Transformation of Cu into  Cu3P by exposure to phosphine gas. Adapted 
with permission from Reference 95 under Creative Commons CC BY license.
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performance via band-edge tuning and efficient charge separa-
tion. The type of interface formed between the  Cu3P and Ag 
was found to depend on process conditions. This process can 
also be combined with a quasi-VSS type of process, whereby 
the formation of  Cu3P and GaP were simultaneously studied 
in combination with a Ag catalyst.96 Similar hybrid synthe-
sis processes can also be studied in other catalyzed CNT or 
nanowire investigations. As discussed, catalyst particles in 
many cases form compounds that are themselves interesting 
materials, and combinations of these compounds with the 
CNTs or semiconductors could have further potential appli-
cations. In some cases, with careful design of the synthesis 
process, it is possible to form compounds from catalyst parti-
cles that can then be integrated into the semiconductor to form 
complex hybrid systems.97

Direct nucleation and epitaxy
The previously discussed examples made use of a catalyst 
or solid precursor to initiate the growth studied. This has 
distinct technical advantages: because the approximate 
location at which growth will initiate is known, it is easier 
to follow nucleation and early growth stages, especially in 
high resolution. However, direct nucleation and growth on 
a crystalline or amorphous substrate are also possible. One 
of the earliest in situ studies involving crystal growth from a 
precursor gas in a modified TEM involved the deposition of 
metallic aluminum on  SiO2 substrate using trimethylamine 
alane as a precursor.3 A similar process was used to study 
the growth of Ge islands on crystalline Si substrates using 
germane gas in a modified UHV TEM.4,98,99 Weak beam 
imaging was used to observe the strain fields directly, to elu-
cidate the role of stress in determining the shape of islands 
as they formed. It was demonstrated that islands grow on Si 
(001) in a cyclic mode with alternating periods of rapid and 
slow growth as dislocations are introduced.4 At higher tem-
peratures, relaxation occurs via dislocation glide,100 while 

at lower temperatures, dislocations are 
incorporated directly during growth 
from edges on the substrate.98 Nuclea-
tion, growth, and relaxation processes 
are more complicated on Si (111) sub-
strates, with surface steps playing a 
critical role in relaxation, which occurs 
via different mechanisms depending on 
step direction and temperature.99 The 
growth kinetics, nucleation and relaxa-
tion mechanism were also investigated 
in the presence of Ga surfactant.101 
Another study determined that coars-
ening of islands occurs even during 
growth.102

Epitaxial growth of SiGe thin films 
on Si substrates was investigated by a 
similar method using digermane and 

disilane as precursor gases.103,104 For sufficiently low Ge 
composition, epilayers form that cover the Si structure, 
rather than islands. Relaxation occurs via the formation of 
misfit dislocations, and the effect of the surface on the veloc-
ity by which these dislocations propagate through the film 
has been measured in situ.103 In particular, the presence of a 
native oxide on the substrate enhances dislocation propaga-
tion. Moreover, the interaction between dislocations has also 
been investigated, with the conclusion that dislocation inter-
action blocks their movement for thinner films, while above 
a certain thickness this effect is significantly decreased.104

Integration of 2D materials with semiconductors and 
metals is an important step in their application, and under-
standing the crystal growth process can enable this develop-
ment. Because there are relatively few ways to access the 
information needed to understand nucleation on 2D materi-
als, ETEM has an important role (Figure 4). For instance, 
the formation of Ge nanocrystals on graphene has been 
explored.105 Nucleation and growth kinetics were deter-
mined; it was reported that nucleation on clean graphene 
was challenging and enabled by a two-step nucleation/
annealing procedure. Moreover, an Ostwald ripening pro-
cess was important to the growth due to the weak interaction 
between the Ge and graphene, which nevertheless ultimately 
exhibited an epitaxial relationship. More exotic combina-
tions of metal nanocrystal growth on 2D materials have been 
explored, including Au, Ti, and Nb thermally evaporated 
grown on  MoS2,  WS2,  WSe2, and graphene.106

Integration of 3D nanocrystals on 2D materials has also 
been studied in situ by a catalytic process,107 similar to those 
described for CNTs and nanowires above. Epitaxial growth 
of Ge and Si on graphene was achieved using Au and Ag 
catalysts, yielding a significantly easier-to-control process 
for combining these materials. In this case, the solid metal 
nanoparticles align with the substrate, promoting epitaxial 
nucleation of the semiconductor on the graphene surface.

a bb

Figure 4.  Crystal growth in situ on 2D substrates. (a) Au-catalyzed growth of Ge nanocrys-
tals on hBN. Reprinted with permission from Reference 107 under Creative Commons CC 
BY license. (b) Direct nucleation and growth of Ge nanocrystals on graphene. Reprinted with 
permission from Reference 105. License number 5546450029554, © 2021 Wiley.
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Summary, conclusions, outlook
This article reviews the background and latest progress 
in understanding materials synthesis using ETEM, with 
an emphasis on elucidating growth mechanisms in novel 
nanostructure materials. Gas-phase electron microscopy 
has contributed enormously to understanding the funda-
mental mechanisms by which nanocrystals form and the 
relationships between synthesis conditions and resulting 
materials properties. Although breakthrough insights have 
been afforded by in situ TEM experiments over many dec-
ades, recent developments in performance, resolution, and 
analysis capabilities of ETEM instruments have particularly 
driven a wealth of studies. Challenges remain, for instance, 
in ensuring that the in situ environment is sufficiently repre-
sentative of a conventional synthesis process for the insights 
to be broadly relevant. In order for insights afforded by 
ETEM to be applied to conventional synthesis situations, 
it is essential to ensure that the in situ environment is suf-
ficiently similar. However, modern closed-cell gas holders 
and dedicated ETEMs have largely closed the “pressure 
gap,” and realistic temperatures are now routinely achiev-
able. Such advancements are also critical to ensuring that 
quantitative, reproducible data on growth mechanisms can 
be extracted. Another challenge is to fully understand the 
way in which the electron beam affects the sample and envi-
ronment during a dynamic process—beam effects can never 
be fully excluded in a situation where the electron beam by 
definition must interact with the material as it forms. Here 
as well, substantial progress is being made in understand-
ing how to account for (and compensate for) these effects. 
It can be anticipated that ETEM will play an increasingly 
important role in the development of new novel materials 
and in addressing fundamental questions in their synthesis, 
nucleation, and crystal growth.
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